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Abstract—In wavelength-routed networks, the scarcity of wavelength-converters severely impacts successful connection recovery. This can be mitigated by releasing the connection's stubs (i.e., the surviving upstream and downstream span and node resources) prior to the restoration process. Releasing span resources however heavily complicates the reversion process. In this study, we present a nodal stub-release method, where only node resources (i.e. wavelength-converters) are released, while the stubs’ span resources are kept occupied. Our simulation results show that the nodal stub-release method can match the performance of full stub-release (releasing both span and node resources) while keeping complexity low.

I. INTRODUCTION

In wavelength-routed networks, the traffic is switched at wavelength granularity. Emerging technologies allow for all-optical conversion between different wavelengths, which gives greater flexibility when setting up lightpaths [1]. These components are however costly and hence only sparingly provided and possibly shared [2]. Two different resources need to be considered when setting up a lightpath: the span resources (i.e. the wavelength channels) and the node resources (i.e. wavelength-converters). The configuration of wavelength channels requires signalling between the end nodes in a dynamic network environment employing two-way signalling. In contrast, wavelength-converters (WCs) are managed locally in each node and can easily be reassigned.

Optical networks can be affected by natural and manufactured failures, and the traffic flows must thereafter be restored via routes that avoid the faulty spans or nodes. In network restoration, the affected lightpaths are restored after the failure occurs on the free capacity throughout the network. This approach has the benefit of higher flexibility and robustness towards a variety of failure scenarios [3], but it also means that many lightpaths require access to limited resources during a short timeframe. Especially the wavelength-converters play an important role in the restoration process, as their exhaustion severely diminishes the chance of successful recovery [4], [5].

When lightpaths are affected by a failure, a decision regarding the still functioning segments of the lightpath (called the stubs) has to be made before the restoration process can be initiated. Either, the stubs are kept occupied, meaning that the affected lightpaths have to be restored using remaining network resources. Alternatively, the stubs can be released, freeing an often considerable amount of network resources which can be used as spare capacity in the restoration process. Once the failure is repaired, the restored lightpaths can either continue operating on their backup paths, or the backup paths can be torn down and the traffic is re-accommodated on its original paths. The latter approach is called reversion.

The complexity of the reversion operation is highly dependent on the use of stub-release. If the stubs were not released, the pre-failure path would be in operation as soon as the failure is fixed, and the backup path could be torn down. If stub-release was used, the pre-failure path must be re-provisioned and re-signalled to achieve reversion, even if the connection details have been saved before its release. This increases both the reversion time and the complexity.

Previous studies [3], [6] considered the effect of releasing stub capacity, showing that stub-release can increase the capacity efficiency; the actual benefit is however dependent on the studied network scenario. In these studies, only span resources are considered during the stub-release process, and they do not address the challenge of making highly scarce and needed nodal resources, such as WCs, widely available for the restoration process. The performance of full stub-release (releasing span and node resources) was investigated in [5].

In this paper, we propose a nodal stub-release method where only nodal resources (i.e. WCs) are released during the stub-release operation, whereas the span resources of the stubs are kept occupied. This makes the scarce WC resources available in the recovery phase and allows fast and simple reversion to the pre-failure network configuration. By simulation, we validate the approach in a dynamic restoration study in three networks with sparse WC availability.

II. NODAL STUB-RELEASE METHOD

Due to the high price of WCs, it is a realistic assumption that only a limited number of these components is provided in the network nodes. As shown in [5], WCs are often the bottleneck for connection restoration. Hence, we propose to solely release the WCs along the stub path, while keeping the span resources (i.e. the wavelengths) occupied.

The nodal stub-release method has the advantage of providing access to highly demanded WCs during the recovery phase. At the same time, the reversion process is kept simple as the re-negotiation of span resources is avoided.

A. Restoration and Reversion Signalling

The concept of nodal stub-release and reversion is shown in Fig. 1. To perform nodal stub-release, a notification message
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using local-to-egress restoration [5], which combines the advantages of the well-known span and path restoration methods, such as short notification time and high resource efficiency. In local-to-egress restoration, failure affected connections are restored between the upstream failure-adjacent node and the destination node. We assume a node architecture where the WCs are shared in a per-node converter bank [1].

We evaluate the recovery performance in the NSFNET, the Pan-European triangular topology network and a German network, using OPNET Modeler [8]. The network properties are shown in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Nodes</th>
<th>Spans</th>
<th>Nodal degree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>German</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSFNET</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>3.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pan-EU</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>4.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each span is bidirectional and has a capacity of 10 wavelengths. The network is occupied with unidirectional lightpaths, each requiring a full wavelength channel, based on a uniform distribution of the source/destination pairs. Established lightpaths are not torn down and the setup operation continues until a specified average network load is reached. When the desired load is reached, a span is failed and either no, nodal or full stub-release is executed before recovery is attempted. If a recovery request experiences blocking, the span that causes the blocking is excluded from the route computation process and restoration is reattempted after a backoff period. When all lightpaths are either restored or found unrecoverable, the network is reverted to its pre-failure state before the next span failure is evaluated. This procedure continues until the failure of all spans in the network has been simulated. This procedure is repeated 20 times with different random seeds. The results of the 20 repetitions are averaged and confidence intervals at 95% confidence level are calculated.

IV. RESULTS

In Fig. 2 (a)-(c), the recovery percentage is illustrated for a varying number of WCs per node, while the average network load is kept constant at 0.5. These results focus on the performance of nodal stub-release relative to full and no stub-release, rather than the absolute recovery percentages, which are dependent on external factors such as span dimensioning and WC distribution. For all three networks, if 0 WCs are available in the nodes, the nodal stub-release scheme and the no stub-release scheme have the same performance, which is expected. Only the full stub-release scheme, where span resources are released, increases the restoration percentage.

In (a) German network (i.e. the densest tested topology), the highest recovery percentages are achieved. The nodal stub-release scheme equals the full stub-release scheme, while the no stub-release scheme achieves lower performance. If more than 10 WCs are available per node, all three schemes achieve the same performance, since the abundance of WCs and multiple recovery path options due to a high nodal degree
mainly depends on the availability of span resources. (Similar stub-release method’s performance, as restoration success now widens available. As the network load increases, the performance of the nodal stub-release method approaches the no stub-release achieve better recovery percentages than no stub-release, while the no stub-release method has considerably lower performance. This is due to the fact that WCs are a limiting factor for successful recovery, and the nodal stub-release scheme makes them available. When many WCs per node are provided, they are no longer the limiting factor, and only full stub-release, which can also release span resources, can get a slightly better performance.

In (c) Pan-European network, results are similar to (b), but the network gets span-limited at more WCs per node due to its larger size. The strength of the nodal stub-release scheme is especially dominant when WCs are sparse in the network, and the nodal stub-release scheme makes them available. When many WCs per node are provided, they are no longer the limiting factor, and only full stub-release, which can also release span resources, can get a slightly better performance.

In (d) NSFNET with varying load, the recovery percentage is depicted as a function of the network load, keeping the number of WCs per node fixed to 5. At all loads, nodal and full stub-release achieve better recovery percentages than no stub-release. At low loads, the nodal and full stub-release methods achieve the same performance, because span resources are widely available. As the network load increases, the performance of the nodal stub-release method approaches the no stub-release method’s performance, as restoration success now mainly depends on the availability of span resources. (Similar results from other networks omitted due to space constraints.)

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a nodal stub-release method, where only node resources (i.e. WCs) are released during stub-release actions. The scheme makes the scarce WC resources available in the recovery phase and allows fast and simple reversion to the pre-failure network configuration as re-negotiation of span resources is avoided. Simulation results show that the method performs well in both dense and sparse topologies and is especially useful when WCs are sparse in low-medium loaded networks. Under these conditions, the scheme matches the performance of full stub-release, and it always matches or outperforms the no stub-release scheme.
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